Take a word like FLING, add the letter I, and you have FILING. Described below are other word-pairs in which one becomes the other merely by the addition of I. Answers are found in Answers and Solutions at the end of this issue.

I can...
1. Change a dance into a suitcase.
2. Turn a magnificent house into a bar of soap.
3. Make a printing term out of a slave.
4. Transform coarse grain into a body organ.
5. Try to change those little tots, but they stay the same.
6. Change a legal document into a hospital dweller.
7. Turn a piece of crockery into a Roman ruler.
8. Make a public conveyance out of an assessment.
9. Turn some public buildings into fables.
10. Take a confusing path and end up with grain.
11. Make a car become a rocky sea canyon.
12. Change a photographic firm into a bear.
13. Turn a biological factor into a fictional creature.
14. Make a restaurant worker out of a common liquid.
15. Force violent rage into nothing but a specter.
16. Transform weapons into law.
17. Make a heavenly body into something to walk on.
18. Turn golf scores into a French city.
19. Not do much about this -- money is still owed.
20. Make a proud Russian (two words) out of a truck.
21. Change a cleaning woman into a piece of furniture.
22. Make a long speech out of an occupation.
23. Chatter away to a brigand on the high seas.
24. Take a scrap and make it subdivided into districts.
25. Transform an Italian river into an Hawaiian staple.